PhD Graduation Check List (with approved masters degree)
(see department website http://www.uic.edu/depts/arch/ah/policiesproceduresphd.htm and Graduate College website http://grad.uic.edu/cms/?pid=1000037 for complete information)

Minimum number of semester credit hours required: 64 credit hours (minimum of 40 semester hours of coursework, maximum of 24 semester hours of dissertation, and at least 32 semester hours of credit beyond the MA degree must be at the 500-level—including seminars and independent studies.)

Minimum Grade Point Average required: 3.0

Maximum time to complete degree: 7 consecutive years following initial registration

Residency requirement: 48 semester hours of graduate work must be earned as a degree candidate at UIC.

Semester and Year entered doctoral program: ________________________________

Coursework:
Required courses for students entering the PhD program in 2008 or later:

AH 510, AH 511, and AH 513

AH 510 ________________ AND AH 511 ________________
semester/date semester/date

Required courses for students who entered the PhD program in 2007 or earlier:

AH 510, AH 511, and AH 522 or AH 562

AH 510 ________________ AND AH 511 ________________
semester/date semester/date

AH 522 ________________ OR AH 562 ________________
semester/date semester/date

40 semester hours (including AH 510, AH 511 if not taken at the master’s level).

Of this amount:
* 32 semester hours must be in graduate (400 and 500-level) seminars
* 16 semester hours must be taken in the department.

Course number, semester date ________________ course number, semester date ________________

Course number, semester date ________________ course number, semester date ________________

Course number, semester date ________________ course number, semester date ________________

Course number, semester date ________________ course number, semester date ________________

Course number, semester date ________________ course number, semester date ________________
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course number, semester date  course number, semester date

course number, semester date  course number, semester date

course number, semester date  course number, semester date

Foreign language requirement passed  _______________________________

language, date passed

Preliminary Examination  _______________________________

date passed

Dissertation Prospectus  _______________________________

date approved proposal was submitted to the department